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from the Emilia-Romagna and
Molise regions - members who
supply raw materials that are
processed into finished products,
which in turn bring together
hundreds of producers

ABOUT US

17
agricultural
cooperatives

Co.ind
industrial
cooperative

specialising in the design,
supply and development
of private label
products

Fruttagel is an Agricultural
Cooperative specialising in the
transformation of fresh fruit and
vegetables into finished products
for retail, food service, door-todoor and food industry operators.
Its model is based on the
integration and enhancement of all
phases of the production line
- from the field to distribution to guarantee the consumer foods
that preserve the properties of the
fresh product, while respecting
quality, authenticity and safety.

nurture
the entrepreneurial, professional
and human relations of
responsibility, participation,
respect and transparency

2009
1996
1994

consolidate
the equity, industrial and
relational value of the company
for current and future
members and for the
development of cooperation

achieve
innovation, service
improvements and
professional qualification to
increase supply chain
efficiency and
competitiveness

Larino plant was incorporated
into Fruttagel, following the acquisition
of the facility in Molise

Two years after its establishment, Fruttagel's
corporate structure was joined by the industrial
cooperative Co.ind and in 1998 the company
expanded with the creation of the Fruttagel
Molise Consortium - to manage the
Larino plant (Cb)

Fruttagel was founded with the acquisition
of the Alfonsine plant (RA). It gathers the
knowledge of two important local cooperatives:
Ala Frutta, a cooperative founded in the early
60s, specialising in fresh fruit processing for
the production of purées and fruit juices in
glass containers; and Parmasole, a leader
in tomato processing and a pioneer in the
production of fruit juices in brik

OUR MISSION
adopt
technological and
organizational systems that
ensure the health of the
consumer, of workers and
environmental protection;
contribute to the social
development of local
communities

demonstrate that
even in conditions of strong
industrial complexity you can
do business while respecting
people, their work, competition
and the market

Fruttagel's goal is to place value
on all players involved in
the agro-industrial chain
- members, territories, customers
and end consumers - by increasing
its efficiency and competitiveness
through qualified support
in all phases.

130,000 tons

of fruit and vegetables
processed every year
23,300 tons of organic
agricultural raw material
processed every year

17

Alfonsine
(RA)

members

2

production facilities
total area
192,000 sq.m

15

850 employees

harvesting
machines

Larino
(CB)

€ 132.8 million

€ 42.7 million

Turnover

Alfonsine:
expansion of juice mixing
system, introduction of
two glass packaging lines.
Larino:
installation of tuber
processing line

Shareholders' equity

Alfonsine:
construction of robotic
cell for packaged basic
consumer products

2003
Alfonsine:
construction of -25°c
robotic cell

2005

Share capital

Alfonsine:
construction of
purification plant

2007
Alfonsine:
installation of PET
packaging line for juices
and investment in the
Tetra Pak department
to separate 200ml
formats (Base and
Prisma Square)

INVESTMENTS

2001

€ 16.0 million

2009

2010
Alfonsine:
opening of
packaging dept.
for plant-based
drinks of
semi-finished
products purchased
from leading
European
producers

FACTS
2

warehouses
for finished
product stock

4 Business Units
FROZEN VEGETABLES
FRUIT NECTARS,
JUICES, DRINKS
PLANT-BASED DRINKS
TOMATO DERIVATIVES
(pulp and sauce)

Product Analyses

400,000 internal + 3,400 external

Larino:
installation of
water jet cutting
line for leafy
greens and
asparagus
processing line

2011

Alfonsine:
implementation of Tetra
Prisma 125ml production
line and activation
of cogeneration system
for energy optimization

2013
Alfonsine:
activation of Tetra Recart
packaging line
for tomato pulp
and sauce

2016

Alfonsine:
automation of
packaging and soup
production lines.
Alfonsine and Larino:
relamping

2017
Alfonsine:
opening of extraction
plant for pulses, cereals
and the production of
plant-based drinks from
conventional and organic
Italian raw materials

2018

2019
Larino:
interventions on the
tubers/vegetables lines;
adaptation of the thermal
plant with the insertion of
a new boiler equipped
with an economizer to
optimize methane gas
consumption

The Fruttagel frozen foods line is produced at both
the Alfonsine and Larino plants. There are about 50
thousand tons of vegetables and pulses processed
every year in the two sites, from both integrated and
organic farming, most of which come from fields
located no more than 50km from the processing
plants. This acts as an additional protection
guarantee for the nutritional properties and sensory
characteristics of the products, which are frozen
within a few hours of harvest.
Leafy greens (spinach, chard, chicory and turnip
greens), green beans, peas and Borlotti beans,
vegetable mixes, soup mixes and tomatoes are all
processed into frozen cubes at the Alfonsine plant.
Frozen vegetables are also packaged for retail and
the food service industry: in a dedicated department
consisting of 7 complete packaging lines, all the
way up to automatic palletising, in varying sizes
according to product and format.
While the Larino plant has four production lines: a
leafy greens line (spinach, chard, chicory and turnip
greens); a line dedicated to the processing of other
vegetables, such as potatoes, carrots, cauliflower,

Packages

From 50g packets of seasoning to
10kg bags of semi-finished products
for companies in the food industry

etc., which is also able to transform products into
rounds and small cube formats; a line reserved
for grilled produce, where aubergines, courgettes,
peppers and potatoes are processed; a line for the
processing and packaging of exclusively Italian
asparagus, active since 2015.

FROZEN VEGETABLES
For fruit juices and fruit-based beverages, the
company has chosen to promote the excellence of
the Italian agricultural supply chain, by processing
over 13 thousand tons of pears, peaches, apricots
and apples per year in the Alfonsine plant (Ra).
These four typical local products are an expression
of true Italian quality, whose purée is used to
produce different beverages. To extend its range of
products on offer, the company also purchases semifinished products and other fruit concentrates from
selected suppliers.
Innovation and ongoing research for products
that meet the needs of our customers and end
consumers, brought to light through continual
market analysis and dialogue with customers, allow
the company to offer beverages that are functional
and/or energizing using a blend of fruit and
cereals or fruit and vegetables, in addition to more
traditional drinks.

Packages

Fruit-based Fruttagel drinks are available
in glass bottles, Tetra Brik and PET,
ranging in size from 125ml to 1500ml

FRUIT NECTARS, JUICES AN

PRODUCTS
max 50 km

Functional fruitbased beverages
without added
sugars

D BEVERAGES

Being a protagonist of the agro-industrial chain
and a privileged intermediary between leading
food industry and distribution companies requires
listening attentively to the context in which a
company operates, which is marked by new trends
and consumption needs. In this respect, Fruttagel
has developed the production of both conventional
and organic plant-based drinks (soy, rice, oat
and almond among others), which are becoming
increasingly popular with Italian consumers, and
not only with those following a particular diet or
suffering from a food allergy/intolerance.
The activation of an extraction plant for pulses and
cereals has allowed Fruttagel to produce plant-based
beverages by directly processing raw materials in
its Alfonsine plant since 2017.

Packages

Available in brik in 125 ml size (1 piece or 3 or 6
pieces per cluster), 200 ml (3 or 6 pieces per cluster),
250 ml (cluster 3 pieces per cluster),
500 ml with cap, 750 ml with cap, 1000 ml with cap

PLANT-BASED DRINKS

Fruttagel is one of the leading national organic
manufacturers in the field of tomato processing:
30% of all tomatoes processed in the Alfonsine plant
are organic.
After the selection phase, which is both manual
and optical, the tomatoes go through two processing
lines: one for the sauce and one for the pulp.
In addition to the classic versions, Fruttagel
produces pulps and sauces enriched with spices
and aromatic herbs.

Packages

Available in glass bottles from 340g to 700g,
Tetra Brik from 200g to 1,000g
and Tetra Recart from 390g and 500g

TOMATO DERIVATIVES

PRODUCTS
Italian
Origin

Sauce and pulp
with spices and
aromatic
herbs

More than 40 items including
herbs, vegetables, soups and
grilled vegetables. Alongside the
conventional Sucor brand, Fruttagel
has developed the Sucor line for
frozen vegetarian foods based on
soy proteins - cutlets, burgers and
meatballs - dedicated to those
seeking to follow a healthy diet
without sacrificing taste.

The Fruttagel brand for UHT
products: tomato sauce - from
exclusively Italian tomatoes -,
100% fruit nectars and juices, other
fruit beverages and plant-based
drinks made from soy and rice.

BRANDS

Fruttagel is a founding member
of Almaverde Bio, one of the
most widespread and recognised
organic brands in Italy, founded
in 2000 as a consortium that unites
10 Italian agro-food companies with
proven experience in the organic
sector.
In 2018 Fruttagel assumed control
of Almaverde Bio's environmental
division.

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

RETAIL AND INDEPENDENT
DISTRIBUTION
ORGANIC SPECIALISTS

Fruttagel operates on the market
through various sales channels,
both with its own brands and
commercial distributor brands
(retail chains and food service
distribution groups).

FOOD SERVICE
DOOR TO DOOR
FOOD INDUSTRY
GASTRONOMY

RESEARCH & INNOVATION
2

Research & Innovation
teams

The ability to listen to customers
and end consumers is an integral
part of Fruttagel's identity and its
process of innovation through
which the company identifies and
responds to the needs of its
partners.
For the launch of a new product all
aspects are analysed: from
legislative guidelines to the
procurement of raw materials, also
through the development of new
supply chains.

Collaboration with
nutritionists, researchers
and universities

Chemical-Microbiological Laboratory
Carries out organoleptic, physico-chemical and microbiological
analyses on products, by verifying compliance with specifications
and requirements pre-defined by law and by customer stipulations
during the various phases of processing.

For Fruttagel, quality means
incorporating the work of all
parties involved in the different
phases of the agro-industrial chain
- production, processing,
distribution, preparation and
consumption -, by implementing
operational procedures that
guarantee food wholesomeness
and systems capable of monitoring
process accuracy.

Phytochemical Laboratory
Verifies the compliance of raw materials, semi-finished and
finished products in relation to the presence of pesticide residue;
fundamental for organic supply chain tests.

Quality Assurance
Manages quality systems and processes in collaboration
with the company's technical departments, in order to ensure
health and hygiene safety and product wholesomeness.

Sensory panel
As a further guarantee of the sensory and qualitative stability
of its products, Fruttagel has had an in-house sensory panel
since 2015, put together to ensure objective evaluation of food
and beverage characteristics.

THE QUALITY
Certifications
UNI EN ISO 9001

QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

BRC- IFS FOOD

GLOBAL STANDARD FOOD SAFETY

SMETA-SEDEX

Add the ISO 14001-ISO with 18001-SA8000
certifications and CERTIFIES THE ABSENCE OF NONETHICAL BEHAVIORS AND CHILD LABOR EXPLOITATION

ISO 14001

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

ISO 45001

HEALTH MANAGEMENT AND SAFETY AT WORK SYSTEM

FAIR TRADE
CERTIFICATION

FRUIT JUICES

CERTIFICATION OF
ITALIANITY

ITALIAN ORIGIN OF THE AGRICULTURAL RAW
MATERIAL PROCESSED
IN ALFONSINE AND LARINO PLANTS

INTEGRATED PRODUCTION
CERTIFICATION

AGRICULTURAL RAW MATERIAL CULTIVATED
ACCORDING TO INTEGRATED PRODUCTION
REGULATIONS

KOSHER CERTIFICATION

CERTIFICATION OF FOOD PRODUCTS "ALLOWED AND
COMPLIANT" TO THE RULES OF THE JEWISH LAW
FROZEN PRODUCTS AND TOMATO

CERTIFICATE
OF CONFORMITY
COMPOSTABLE PRODUCTS

CERTIFICATE FOR THE USE AND ASSIGNMENT OF
THE "OK COMPOST" BRAND FOR FROZEN PACKS

CERTIFICATION RELATING
TO ORGANIC PRODUCTION

ACCORDING TO REG.CE 834/2007

Out in The Field
Fruttagel's commitment to sustainability starts in the
field: the company selects the production areas, favouring geographical regions traditionally suited to
the cultivation of the best vegetables and adapting the
areas to obtain quality crops even in adverse weather

Organic
Great importance was placed on organic production in
the 2017-19 industrial plan, interpreted both as an innovative response to customer and consumer needs

For Fruttagel, sustainability means
operating in many areas, with the
awareness that development only
takes place if economic growth is
accompanied by social inclusion,
environmental protection and
cultural progress.
Sustainable development guides
the company's medium- to longterm strategies. Fruttagel is
particularly committed to UN
Sustainable Development goals
no. 2, 8 and 12 of the UN 2030
Agenda.

Packaging
Careful to respond to and anticipate market demands,
Fruttagel has decided to choose the most environmentally-friendly packaging possible for its products.
For beverages and tomato derivatives the company
typically uses Tetra Pak® containers, made predominantly from paper, a renewable raw material.

Infrastructure
At Alfonsine, Fruttagel has created a new treatment
plant, which in 2017 made it possible to recover about
250,000 cubic meters of water and drain 474,000 cubic meters (with clearance of up to 750,000 cubic meters); and a cogenerator that covers 30% of the site's
energy needs thanks to self-produced electricity and
retrieves thermal energy in the form of hot water and

Employment

2

“End hunger,
achieve food security and improved
nutrition and promote sustainable
agriculture”

8

“Promote sustained, inclusive and
sustainable economic growth, full
and productive employment
and decent work for all”

12

“Ensure sustainable consumption
and production patterns”

Fruttagel is committed to encouraging continuous
employment, offering a high level of stability in working relationships and great commitment to state-of-

Food and Nutrition Education
For Fruttagel, working in line with sustainable development also translates as promoting proper nutrition
and sustainable lifestyles to the youngest consumers.
These principles distinguish the company both on
the production front and in its relationship with customers and consumers, while propelling the development of projects particularly geared towards new
generations. With its initiative From the field to the

Fruttagel and Communities
A distinctive Fruttagel trait is being an active player in
local community life, interpreting needs and opportunities. In this way, the company contributes to improving the lives of people in the areas surrounding their
production plants and where their members operate.

and a development prospect for partner members, in
addition to being an environmentally-friendly production method.

Among the innovations developed with a view to protecting the environment is the fully compostable frozen food pack, certified OK COMPOST according to
the UNI EN 13432:2002 2002 standard issued by TÜV
Austria: environmentally friendly, compostable packaging made of bioplastic.

steam to cover 20% of the entire plant's needs, reducing CO2, NOx and dust emissions. The building of a
new automatic frozen storage warehouse at the Alfonsine plant in 2019, make it possible to reduce driving distances by 130,000km and save 47,000 litres of
diesel, all with a reduction in CO2 emissions measuring over 120 tonnes.

the-art welfare contracts, in which support measures
dedicated to employee needs in social terms, welfare
and a healthy work-life balance all play a central role.

table with Ortilio, aimed at primary schools in the
municipalities of Alfonsine and Ravenna, the company promotes proper, healthy and balanced eating
habits among young children and families, emphasising food supply-chain quality and authenticity, while encouraging environmentally friendly behaviour.
This project, which began in 2014, has involved more
than 430 classes of students in the area.

In 2017, the total sum earmarked for social accountability activities exceeded €107,000, which included projects aimed at supporting the most vulnerable, employee initiatives and cultural and
sporting activities.

THE SUSTAINABILITY

conditions. Thanks to its two plants - Alfonsine and
Larino - which are strategically located in the North
and South of Italy, Fruttagel is able to source produce
directly from its cultivation sites.

Fruttagel S.C.p.A.
via Nullo Baldini 26
48011 Alfonsine (RA) Italy
tel. (+39) 0544 866511
segreteria@fruttagel.it
www.fruttagel.it
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